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Fastned opens fast charging station at Van der
Valk in Germany
First out of series of stations in collaboration between Fastned
and Van der Valk
Amsterdam, 5 February 2019. Fastned, which is building a European network of fast
charging stations, today opens a fast charging station at Van der Valk Hotel
Gladbeck close to the A2. This is the first station of Fastned at a Van der Valk hotel
and part of a collaboration to realise more stations in Germany. The Fastned fast
charging station at Van der Valk in Gladbeck has a 50 kW and a 175 kW fast
charger. This allows charging up to 50 times faster than at home and with 100%
renewable electricity.
The Van der Valk hotels are located near major high traffic roads and thus a pleasant and logical
place for electric drivers to recharge. Fastned has the ambition to build a European network of
1000 fast charging stations, of which several hundred in Germany. Fastned currently has a
network of 87 fast-charging stations, 9 of which are in Germany. Several Fastned stations are
under construction including some at other Van der Valk hotels. With this network, Fastned
wants to give electric drivers the freedom to drive throughout Europe.

Michiel Langezaal, CEO of Fastned: "We notice increasing demand for fast
charging on the road. More affordable electric cars with a larger battery and
more range are being introduced. This makes it possible to cover longer
distances, but also drives the need for fast charging infrastructure that can
quickly charge these cars. We are therefore very pleased to offer a valuable
service to all electric drivers with Van der Valk."
Vincent van der Valk, Director Van der Valk Deutschland GmbH: "We are very
pleased with this first Fastned fast charging station. Both Van der Valk and
Fastned focus on people who are on the road. With these high quality charging
services at our hotels we offer an important service to our customers. "

At Fastned all fully electric cars can charge superfast with 100% renewable energy. The station
has a canopy of solar panels. Charging and paying is possible with the Fastned app, by swiping a
charge card or even fully automatic by using Autocharge. EV drivers can charge at Fastned with
almost any charge card, bank account or credit card.

Notes for editors (not for publication):
For more information please visit www.fastnedcharging.com or check out our pressroom. In
the presskit you can download more HR pictures of the Fastned stations.
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ABOUT FASTNED

Fastned is building a European network of fast-charging stations where all electric cars can charge as fast as
possible with 100% renewable energy. The stations are located at high traffic locations along the highways and in
cities, where EVs can charge in approximately 20 minutes. Fastned’s goal is to build a European network of one
thousand fast charging stations. This will give electric drivers the freedom to drive across Europe. As of today,
Fastned has 85 stations operational in The Netherlands and Germany. Fastned is preparing the construction of
fast charging stations in The Netherlands, Germany, The United Kingdom and Belgium. Fastned is listed on the
Nxchange stock exchange.
Fastned is rolling out its network of fast charging stations in response to the rapidly increasing numbers of EVs in
Europe. Car manufacturers are investing billions of Euros in the development of, and production capacity for,
EVs. More and more EVs are hitting the roads, which drives the need for charging infrastructure. For more
information go to www.fastned.nl/en
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